TABLES: MULTITASK TABLES

FREE TABLES
Perfect for computer labs and touch down stations, our Free multitask tables come in three work surface sizes for you to choose from. The ergonomic
tabletop design puts the entire work surface within arm’s reach and is well suited for flat screen monitors and laptops.  
• Adjustable: Tables can height-adjust without the need for tools to accommodate a variety of user heights.
• Moveable: Large slide pods under the feet make it easy to slide the tables to adjust for collaboration.
• Accommodating: Tables meet ADA requirements and are ideal for use in ADA applications.
• Guaranteed: All Free tables and accessories are backed by a 12-year warranty.
• GREENGUARD Certified: Excludes veneer tops.

FreeTM is a trademarked original design by Formway Design, Wellington, New Zealand.

SPECIFICATION INFORMATION
MULTITASK TABLES

QUICK FIX HOOKS

WORK SURFACES

CORD MANAGEMENT

Tables are best used with laptops and flat screen

Work surface channels are routed in several

monitors. Work surfaces are constructed of

locations underneath the work surface to accept

1 " (2.9cm) thick Medium Density Fiberboard

quick fix hook accessories for cord management.

1⁄8

(MDF) and finished with high-pressure laminate
or veneer. Recessed knife edges are standard on

ACCESSORIES

work surfaces. Choose from a laminate top with

Accessories attach without the use of tools.

an MDF knife edge (08) or a veneer top with an

Multitask tables accept up to two screens and

MDF knife edge (09).  

one power hopper.  

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS

A grooved upper section on the leg facilitates

Height-adjustable screen is fabricated from 10-

incremental height adjustment of the tabletop

gauge roll formed aluminum and powder painted

without the use of tools. The upper section

for scratch protection. 1⁄4" (0.6cm) diameter

features a series of grooves at 7/8" (2.2cm)

circular perforations attach to brackets to create

increments that telescope inside the lower

a 2" (5.1cm) increment adjustment range to raise

section of the leg. A nylon split ring is inserted

or lower the screen without tools.

into one of the grooved sections to fit the
tabletop at a desired height. The groove adjust

POWER HOPPER

mechanism allows for height adjustments of 7/8"

Power hopper is constructed of 18-gauge formed

(2.2cm) through a range of 25"H to 32"H (63.5

steel and is powder painted. It stores excess

to 81.3cm).

power and data cords on single-level tables. Rails
slide underneath the work surface. 10-outlet unit

LEGS

fits inside the power hopper, along with excess

Legs are made of a 21⁄2" (6.4cm) diameter

cords. Power options are sold separately.

16-gauge steel tube. Interior tube has a
chrome finish to prevent marring during height

BRACKETS

adjustments. Slide pods are made of 8" (20.3cm)

Formed steel brackets twist off without tools. A

diameter die-cast aluminum. The bottom of

groove mechanism attaches the brackets to the

the pod has an inserted disk to allow for easy

underside of a workstation.

movement. Slide pods provide 2" (5.1cm) of
height adjustment to level tables on uneven
floors. Both the exterior tube of the legs and the
slide pods are finished in powder paint.
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Available exclusively through

Patented quick fix hooks separate and route
data and electrical cords underneath the work
surface. Hooks separate power and data. Simply
twist hooks into channels underneath the work
surface.
ELECTRICAL UNIT
12-outlet electrical unit features 12 surgeprotected outlets, as well as one input and two
output phone lines. The 12' (365.8cm) power
cord is a 14-gauge, heavy-duty cord with a 360°
rotating plug. A sliding safety covers on each
outlet helps protect users and keeps dust and
debris from unused outlets. Four of the outlets
are spread apart to allow room for large AC
adapter blocks.
        Tables ship unassembled.

TABLES: MULTITASK TABLES

FREE TABLES
Mini Multitask Table
Model #
FWCSG100

WxDxH

Wt

MDF Edge

MDF Edge

491/4" x 397/8" x 25"-32"

155 lbs

$1,548

$2,972

(08)

(09)

LAMINATE TOP
EDGE DETAILS

VENEER TOP
EDGE DETAILS

All tables are GREENGUARD Certified, except
tables with veneer tops.

Midi Multitask Table
Model #
FWCSG200

WxDxH

Wt

MDF Edge

MDF Edge

681/8" x 437/8" x 25"-32"

173 lbs

$1,925

$3,930

(08)

(09)

LAMINATE TOP
EDGE DETAILS

VENEER TOP
EDGE DETAILS

All tables are GREENGUARD Certified, except
tables with veneer tops.

Maxi Multitask Table
Model #
FWCSG300

WxDxH

Wt

MDF Edge

MDF Edge

783/4" x 471/2" x 25"-32"

317 lbs

$2,606

$4,668

(08)

(09)

LAMINATE TOP
EDGE DETAILS

VENEER TOP
EDGE DETAILS

All tables are GREENGUARD Certified, except
tables with veneer tops.

Edge details and
trim colors

Laminates or
veneers

How to Order a Midi Multitask Table:
Example: Midi Multitask Table;
Aluminum Base Color; Olive Legacy Laminate; MDF Laminate Edge.

FWCSG200 - AL - 101 - 08
Model No.
Groove adjust leg

Paint
Base Color

Laminate
or Veneer

Edge
Detail

Standard powder
paint base finishes
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FREE TABLES::ACCESSORIES
Height Adjustable Screen
Model #

WxH

Wt

List Price

FWSC7305S

281/2" x 255/8"

9 lbs

$273

FWSP7311S

37 " x 25 "

11 lbs

$315

Description

Wt

List Price

Set of 2

3 lbs

$212

Description

Wt

List Price

FQFH7880A

10 Pack

2 lbs

$90

FQFH7881A

50 Pack

3 lbs

$405

Wt

List Price

18 lbs

$198

5/8

5/8

Specify base color. Requires one bracket set.

Bracket Set
Model #
FORG7309A
Specify base color.

Quick Fix Hooks
Model #

Power Hopper
Model #
FPDC7000B

Specify base color.

12-Outlet Electrical Unit
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Model #

Description

Wt

List Price

FRBK10

12 outlets with 12' cord

3 lbs

$248

